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Effect of Bundles of Care on Prevent of Phlebitis after
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Cancer Patients
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Abstract: Objective to investigate the nursing prevention of breast cancer patients with PICC the effect of phlebitis after tube.
Methods 136 patients underwent PICC catheter in patients with breast cancer as the research object,one in 68 patients in the control group,
two cases in 68 patients as the experimental group.The patients in the two wards were not different from each other, and they were treated by
the same medical team.There was no difference between the treatment methods and the patient care. The control group received routine
nursing measures, and the experimental group was treated by cluster nursing. The incidence of phlebitis after catheterization was compared
between the two groups. Results phlebitis occurred in 7 cases in the control group, the incidence rate was 10.29%,and phlebitis occurred in 1
cases in the experimental group,with a rate of 1.47%. The difference of phlebitis incidence between the two groups was statistically
significant (P<0.05).Conclusion the implementation of cluster nursing strategy reduces the incidence of PICC catheter phlebitis in breast
cancer.
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1.1General data
Introduction

This study selected 136 patients,all females.The control group

In 2012, the Chinese Cancer Annual based on data from the

of breast cancer patients with pathological stage II was 59

National Cancer Registry report, showed that the first malignancy

cases,stage ⅢA was 9 cases, pathology group experimental stage II

was breast cancer in female . Postoperative adjuvant systemic

was 61 cases, stage ⅢA was 7 cases, using the modified surgical

chemotherapy is an important part of the comprehensive treatment of

control group of 64 cases, 66 cases in the experimental group, the

[1]

breast cancer , but because of the side effects of chemotherapy is

control group and 4 cases of breast conserving surgery,2 cases in the

strong, it will be seriously affect the health of patients, therefore, the

experimental

peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC) has become an

differences between the two groups in gender, age, height, weight,

important way for breast cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy

breast cancer staging, surgical methods and results of P>0.05,61

smoothly. Phlebitis is the presence of red lines along the vein,

cases of the control group on the selection of pipe elbow,65 cases in

accompanied by redness, swelling, heat, pain,etc[3]. Phlebitis usually

the experimental group,the control group selection of ultrasound

occurs 3-5 days after catheterization, studies have shown that it is the

guided catheterization in 36 cases,40 cases in the experimental

[2]

group.There

were

no

statistically

significant

most common complication after PICC catheterization .If not found

group.There was no significant difference between the two groups in

in time or improper care, can lead to local skin pain,swelling,

the location of the catheter (elbow / elbow) and catheter placement,

necrosis, more severe infection caused by local infection,causing

P>0.05.The results showed that the two groups were balanced and

great pain to patients, affecting treatment and rehabilitation.

comparable.

[4]

Therefore, how to take effective measures to prevent complications

1.2 Diagnostic criteria

and reduce the incidence of phlebitis after catheterization is an

According to the American Venous Transfusion board (INS)

urgent problem to be solved.We carried out objective monitoring on

classification criteria for phlebitis:

136 patients in July 2016 to October 2016, and adopted bundle of

Level 0: no symptoms;

care, and achieved certain results.Now we report as follows.

Level I: redness of the puncture site with or without pain;
Level II: pain at the site of the puncture, accompanied by

1. Data and methods

redness and edema;
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Level III: pain at the site of the puncture, accompanied by
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treatment methods and the patient care.The control group received
routine nursing measures, and the experimental group was treated by

redness, cord formation, and palpable cords of vein;
Level IV: pain at the site of the puncture, accompanied by
redness and formation of cords, can touch the cords of the vein,
whose length is greater than 2.54cm, and has pus overflow.

cluster nursing.The incidence of phlebitis in the two groups was
observed continuously in the two groups within a week.
1.4 Statistical method
Using SPSS19.0 statistical software for data entry and

1.3 Research method
Methods 136 patients with breast cancer after PICC were

analysis,the comparison between the two groups of enumeration data

selected as the subjects,68 patients in one ward as control group,68

using chi square test, P<0.05, the difference was statistically

cases in two wards as experimental group.The patients in the two

significant.

wards were not different from each other, and they were treated by
the same medical team.There was no difference between the

2. Result

The incidence of phlebitis in the two groups was compared

index

number

Occurrence number

infection （%）

Experience

68

1

1.47

68

7

10.29

group
control group

2

P

4.781

0.029

immediately when heparin cap is damaged.
3.3.3 Flush the catheter:patients treated with 20ml normal saline
3. Bundles of care

irrigation catheter every 7 days interval period; each intravenous

3.1 Pre catheterization evaluation

infusion or lose irrigation catheter infusion of blood or blood

Before the catheterization, the patients were assessed with care

products; pipes when use pulse method to ensure smooth catheter.

and vascular examination to understand the vascular condition of the

3.3.4 Sealing tube: it is pointed out in literature that is more

patients, in order to select the blood vessel correctly,and lay a good

effective than saline in sealing with heparin solution[7].Practice

foundation for the

standard[8] recommendations are to seal the tube with 10 units per

follow-up

puncture, catheterization

and

maintenance.Through the literature review,many complications can

milliliter of heparin solution during the catheter use interval.

be assessed by catheterization before the patient's condition,

3.3.5 Catheter connector care:The disinfectant effective

understanding of the patient's blood vessel,and choose the most

all-round disinfection of the catheter friction interface can obtain

.Therefore,accurate

good effect, cross section and side used in this study using 70%

assessment of the patient's vascular condition is particularly

alcohol swab disinfection pipe joint at least 15s for152cases replaced

important.

every 72h, if the pipe joint in the contaminated blood or replaced

[5,6]

appropriate puncture technology and location

3.2 Ultrasound guided catheterization
The traditional PICC catheter requires very high blood vessels
in patients,and needs to be done in the case of obvious vascular
appearance.The success rate is low for patients with poor vascular

immediately.
3.4 Health education after catheterization
3.4.1 Clothing Guide: clothing cuffs can not be too tight;
clothing first puncture side, strip off after the puncture side;

condition.Once the catheter failed, the catheter in the blood vessels

3.4.2 Activity guidance:Reduced physical activity, proper fist

to stimulate the lining of the blood vessels,the wall of the blood

loose fist, avoid the tube side of the arm carrying heavy objects, do

vessel caused certain damage, increased phlebitis,bleeding and other

not do strenuous exercise, repeated arm flexion and extension;

complications.And under the guidance of ultrasound catheter,can

3.4.3 Bath guide: You can shower, but should avoid the

clearly see the thickness and shape of blood vessels,the catheter can

bath;shower before a small towel wrapped in plastic film, plastic

smoothly enter,so ultrasound-guided catheter can effectively reduce

wrap over 3 laps in the elbow bend; shower after checking the film

the incidence of complications.

with or without water, if the water film timely replacement.

3.3 Standardized catheter maintenance
3.3.1 Aseptic dressing change: strictly aseptic operation

4. Discussion

technique.The transparent film is replaced by 24h after the catheter

PICC has been widely used in clinic, and the complications and

is inserted,replaced every 7 days.When the dressing is loose or damp,

abnormalities caused by it have been the focus of many nurses.

it can be replaced at any time, and the replacement time is recorded.

Phlebitis is the most common complication of PICC[9].It is an acute

3.3.2 Replace heparin cap:replace once every 7 days.Replace

aseptic inflammation that causes damage to the vein wall due to
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various stimuli[10].The excessive number of catheter leads to the

incidence in China for 2000 and projections for 2005. Cancer

injury of the needle, the vein, the wall of the vein, the location of the

Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev 14: 243-250.

catheter and the improper choice of the catheter and vein, all of
which can cause phlebitis[11].

[3] Li Xiaohan, Shao Mei. Basic nursing. (Fifth Edition) [M]. people's
Medical Publishing house, 2012:373.

In this study,the incidence of phlebitis in control group was

[4] LOEWENTHAL MR,DOBSON PM,STAR KEY RE,et al.The

10.29%. After implementation of cluster nursing, the incidence of

peripherally inserted central catheter(Picc):a prospective study of its

phlebitis in experimental group was 1.47%, and the incidence of

natural history after cubical fosse insertion[J].An aesthete intensive

phlebitis in experimental group was lower than that in control group
The possible reason for this study before the catheter is inserted
through the nursing assessment and vascular examination on the
patients, understanding of blood vessels of patients, for patients with
poor vascular conditions, under the guidance of ultrasound catheter,

care,2002,30(1):21.
[5] Pan Lihua, Ding Lanzhen.PICC common complications of [J].
nursing study, 2006,20(29):2633-2635.
[6] Deng Qiumei. Prevention and progress of PICC complications
[J].Journal of Qiqihar Medical School, 2007,28(23):2876-2878.

prevent two catheter catheter in the blood vessel friction stimulates

[7] Huang Liyun, Lin Miaoxian, lucky Lian Chun, et al. Effect of

vascular intima, causing damage to the patients with blood vessels,

intravenous heparin sealing fluid on blood coagulation and

improve the success rate of catheterization. The study showed that

coagulation function [J]. Journal of nursing, 2000,15(2):77.

the elbow position in the upper part of the elbow and the lower part

[8] Chinese Academy of nursing, static nursing care, Specialized

of the elbow could effectively reduce the incidence of phlebitis[12]. In

Committee. Guidelines and rules for the implementation of infusion

the implementation of nursing process, we follow the principle of

therapy nursing [M]. Beijing:People's Military Medical Publishing

choice: choice of vein thick straight, easily fixed and avoid the nerve

House,2010.

artery, and according to the needs of the preferred parts of elbow

[9] LOEWENTHAL MR,DOBSON PM,STAR KEY RE,et al.The

tube, reduce the influence of arm flexion extension of vascular

peripherally inserted central catheter(Picc):a prospective study of its

[13]

puncture catheter. Huang Huiling et al

. performed cluster nursing

for 34 patients with lung cancer after PICC catheterization.Only the
puncture technique was clustered, and the incidence of phlebitis was
5.88%.Li Rong[14] compared the technique of puncture and the

natural history after cubical fosse insertion[J].An aesthete intensive
care,2002,30(1):21.
[10] Robinson-Reilly M, Fletcher T. PICC innovation leads to improved
health services.Aust Nurs J, 2006, 14(3): 29-35.

prevention of different complications.Compared with routine nursing,

[11] Dong Rongzhi, Zhang Xiaoli, Wang Hui, et al. Clinical nursing

the incidence of phlebitis was 2%,higher than the results of this

study of PICC common complications of neonatal.185 [J]. Chinese

study.Therefore, the implementation of cluster nursing strategy in
this study can effectively reduce the incidence of phlebitis after

Practical Medicine, 2009,4(6):72-74.
[12] Wang Xuelian.PICC observation of mechanical phlebitis caused by

PICC catheterization in breast cancer patients, and is worthy of

different

clinical promotion.

2016,37(8):2082-2084.

catheter

sites

compared

with

[J].

Jilin

medicine,

[13] Huang Huiling, Wei Wei, Lin Jing. Application of cluster nursing

--------------------------------------------------------------------

management in preventing superficial phlebitis of PICC patients with
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